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Introduction 

This third volume of Faeries, Angels, Indians and Aliens continues the 

factual account of encounters with interdimensional beings which my wife 

Marjorie and I have enjoyed since 1993. Previous volumes have described a 

variety of benevolent beings who spoke through Marjorie and assisted us in 

our attempts, using hypnosis, to help her overcome the traumatic effects of a  

lifetime of human abuses. Numerous paranormal events  associated with their 

presence were also described. The Main Characters list found herein briefly  

identifies the primary entities who channeled through Marjorie during the 

time period encompassed by Volume Three. 

In this volume, Nucleus 8, Chief of Security for a vast interdimensional 

alliance, develops major self doubts and emotional distress due to his failure 

to prevent homicidal attacks on Marjorie and Sarah, a Teglin lin whose 

conscious mind inhabited her body, and due to emerging memories of 

torturous conditioning he received as a cadet in training. His distress interferes 

with his ability to perform his critically important duties, causing him to live 

with us until his equilib rium is restored, leaving his second in command in  

charge. 

To the consternation of the Board of Twelve, Sarah refuses to join their 

ranks as expected. Marjorie receives extensive treatments by extraterrestrial 

physicians for serious illnesses and injuries . Nucleus 8 experiences a highly 

ambivalent, aborted relat ionship with a human female. Rapsar‟s spirit d irects 

us to the location of several of Tanner‟s stones in Newfoundland which, when 

interpreted, reveal ancient involvement of extraterrestrials with Native 

Americans and Vikings and other events. The Creator causes a universal shift 

felt as a brief physical shudder everywhere on Earth; it will cause positive 

energies to gradually overwhelm negative energies in all the universes.  

Marjorie, Sarah, Nucleus 8 and I are repeatedly protected from efforts of 

the dark forces, intent on gaining power over the Alliance, to destroy us. One 
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of them encourages a group of humans to use psychic powers to alter Nucleus 

8‟s implant codes, which causes the death of many linked ETs. A subsequent 

investigation leads to the arrest and punishment of hordes of rebels in key 

positions within the Alliance. The U.S. military also zeroes in on Nucleus 8‟s 

electromagnetic signature and narrowly misses killing him on one of his trips 

to Earth, greatly frightening him and forcing him to hide out with us until an 

effective “cloak” can be found.  

Nucleus 8 meets our earthly friend Isabel, and helps her to discover that 

she has an exalted, alternative identity in his dimension. After thousands of 

years of separation, he joins his human father and meets his brother for the 

first time on the slowly dying planet where they live. Nucleus 8 supervises its 

revitalization through Alliance technologies and personnel.   

Our interdimensional family is expanded by accepting the spirit of a 

Native American baby in a cave where Tanner once lived at Tsankawi Ruins, 

within  Bandelier National Monument. Didiwahtay had died, along with h is 

parents and most of his band, of an incurable white man‟s disease. Like our 

Teglin lin children, he quickly develops into an independent spirit, and loves 

to fly within the bodies of various birds.  

Marjorie and I continue to enjoy facilitating the growth of all the entities 

entrusted to our care, finding that we are also growing through our contact 

with them. We remain very grateful that our Creator has given us the 

opportunity of knowing, loving, and collaborating with such magnificent and 

benevolent beings.  
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Main Characters  

Perithnea:  Marjorie‟s protective faery queen who agreed to be adopted 

into our family, and provided guidance and protection with a sense of humor.  

 

Alta Sha:  Marjorie‟s guardian angel, messenger of God, advisor and 

friend, who placed the steps the Creator wanted us to take before us and 

educated us in spiritual matters. 

 

Metatron (aka Light Mother):  An Archangel of unimaginable power 

who watched over and loved Marjorie from early childhood , Overseer of 

experimental medical procedures to cure the earthly incurable, beloved 

companion, and much, much more.  

 

Adam:  Another faery child who agreed to be adopted by us and who 

volunteered to work within the extraterrestrial A lliance, establishing a 

precedent which led to his high placement within their society and the similar 

involvement of many other faeries  

 

Nucleus 8:  A human/extraterrestrial hybrid born in Egypt in the year 2713 

B.C., during the construction of the pyramids at Giza. Supreme Lord of Security 

for the vast, multidimensional Universal Alliance Federation which includes 

hundreds of thousands of galaxies and thousands of civilizations . His two 

brainstems enable him to monitor events in six d imensions simultaneously. He 

has been dedicated to protecting and mentoring Marjorie from early childhood 

and became a trusted friend and informal family member. 

 

Marjorie (a.k.a. Star One):  Wife of the author and extraordinary channel 

within whose love interdimensional beings found shelter and a voice that could 

be heard by humans. A target of dark forces  because of her crucial role in 
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assisting the Alliance, she has suffered greatly for the benefit of humanity and 

our interdimensional friends. 

 

Sarah:  An abused but rescued Teglinlin child destined for greatness 

who was brought to us to overcome her distrust of strangers. She resisted the 

Alliance‟s plans to make her a member o f the governing Board, choosing 

instead to become an apprentice angel.  

 

Joshua:  Sarah‟s affectionate older brother and protector who became 

Adam‟s friend and quickly assumed the role of horticulturist within the 

Alliance. He chose us to be his loving surrogate parents. 

 

Joseph:  The very sweet and loving infant brother of Sarah and Joshua 

who was also brought to us for nurturing and protection from his abusive 

parents.  

 

22:  A member of the small gray species and Chief of the Medical Unit at 

Alliance headquarters, who participated in several medical procedures for 

treatment of injuries and illnesses of several primary characters.  

 

Regenc 4:  A member o f the governing Board of Twelve of the Alliance  

and Nucleus 8‟s superior at the time we first met.  

 

Mi:  A brown wood sprite fond of making noises, moving things around, 

and tickling people, who became a frequent companion to the author in his 

work. 

 

Tanner (a.k.a. Asalara, Reaches  for Fire in the Sky, Softener of 

Skins, One Who Sees by the Red Moon at Night, Board Member, Position 

9): A pure energy being capable of assuming any physical form who 

manifested on Earth as an ancient Ute‟ Indian shaman. He sent us on long 

journeys in search of his sacred teaching. stones. Aided by us, he experienced 

a dramatic healing during a spiritual journey to the Red Moon. 

 

Raps ar:  A friend of Vikings and the deceased pilot of a sabotaged 

interdimensional craft which crashed hundreds of years ago on the west 

Spanish Peak in southern Colorado. He helped us find a unique, powerful, 

recording stone in Newfoundland of extraterrestrial origin.  
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Donna (a pseudonym):  A contactee who remembered the crash of a 

UFO centuries ago on  a sacred peak in Colorado and channeled the spirit of 

Rapsar, its pilot, enabling him to resume contact with Clairetrinia, his still-

liv ing mate, and Nucleus 8. 

 

Ivy: A green faery, Perithnea‟s friend, who loved Donna‟s cats and 

provided physical evidence of her existence. 

 

Candace (a pseudonym): A gifted but very ambivalent psychic who for a 

time became Nucleus 8‟s  human g irlfriend, interpreted Tanner‟s  stones and 

Anasazi petroglyphs, and foretold the future. 

 

John:  Candace‟s dark spirit guide, who, through guile and flattery, 

subverted her talents for his own purposes, and diluted her effectiveness. 

 

Victoria:  A nine year old child whose beautiful spirit entered Marjorie at  

Williamsburg, Virgin ia, where she and her mother were unjustly hanged in 

colonial t imes. She quickly evolved to provide loving companionship to 

Nucleus 8, the author, and all others who encountered her. 

 

Tesar:  Member of the Board of Twelve and close friend of Nucleus 8, 

whose maverick and upsetting behavior often held an initially concealed but 

important message. Sarah learned valuable lessons in judgment and self 

determination from his practical jokes.  

 

Didiwahtay:  An infant Native A merican spirit given to us for parenting 

by Tanner who learned to enjoy flying with crows, hawks, and vultures and to 

paint beautiful pictures. 

 

Wachitique (a.k.a. Washi):  Reptilian hybrid child of Star One and  

Ragor, the interdimensional counterparts of Marjorie and Rex in Nucleus 8‟s 

dimension. He had difficu lty speaking through Marjorie due to anatomical 

differences, but was and is  very affectionate.  

 

Isabel (a.k.a. Shadow): Healer, psychic, instructor, Good Samaritan, and 

friend to Nucleus 8, Rex and Marjorie. Through hypnosis with Nucleus 8‟s 

help, she discovered her important identity in h is dimension. 
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Amy (a pseudonym):  An angel in disguise with whom Nucleus 8 formed  

a loving attachment. She demonstrated amazing psychic talents. 

 

Nelda (a pseudonym): A woman with strong psychic abilities who joined 

Nucleus 8‟s group of selected humans . Tanner channeled through her, giving 

instructions to the group, which led to conflict with Nucleus 8. 

 

Guy (a pseudonym): A Member of Nuke‟s group with whom he had 

several private sessions. 
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